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n this month’s issue of 
Highlighting Japan, we take a 
look at the lighting of Japan. The 
issue opens with an interview 

with lighting designer and researcher 
of lighting culture Fujiwara Takumi, 
who gives us an overview of the 
history of lighting in Japan. We meet 
top Japanese lighting designers Ishii 
Motoko and Mende Kaoru. We visit 
a scenic spot famed for its sparkling 
night views and a train station known 
for its illuminated “kimono forest.” 
We introduce the age-old craft of Gifu 
paper lantern making. And we look at 
some striking examples of lighting use 
both in lively summer festivals and 
solemn memorial ceremonies.
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On July 14, 2022, Mr. Kishida Fumio, Prime Min-
ister of Japan, received a courtesy call from 
Mr. Achim Steiner, Administrator of the United 
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), who 
was visiting Japan. The overview of the courtesy 
call is as follows.

Prime Minister Kishida stated that the UNDP is the co-
organizer of the eighth Tokyo International Confer-
ence on African Development (TICAD 8) to be held in 
August, and appreciated the participation of Admin-
istrator Steiner at TICAD 8. The Prime Minister also 
stated that Japan is determined to set out a pathway 
for African development with an eye to the post-
COVID-19 stage and the situation in Ukraine.

Furthermore, Prime Minister Kishida, while wel-
coming the publication of the special report on human 
security by the UNDP in February this year, stated that 
he acknowledges the contribution of Mr. Takemi Keizo, 
member of the House of Councillors, as a co-chair 
of the advisory panel for the report, and expressed 
his desire to further strengthen partnership with the 
UNDP.

In response, Administrator Steiner expressed his 
deepest condolences for the passing of former Prime 
Minister Abe Shinzo and he stated the “investment in 
people” advocated by Prime Minister Kishida is linked 
to human security, which has been advocated by Japan 
and the UNDP.

Prime Minister Kishida and Administrator Steiner 
affirmed that they will continue working closely with 
each other in the lead up to TICAD 8.

Reference 1: Administrator Steiner 
Administrator Steiner previously served as Execu-
tive Director of the United Nations Environment Pro-

gramme (UNEP; 2006–2016), Director-General of the 
United Nations Office at Nairobi (2009–2011), Director 
General of the International Union for the Conserva-
tion of Nature (IUCN; 2001–2006), and Secretary Gen-
eral of the World Commission on Dams (1998–2001). 
He was appointed to his current position in July 2017.

Reference 2: UNDP (the United Nations Development 
Programme) 
The UNDP is the largest development organization 
within the UN system. The UNDP has a global network 
with a high level of expert knowledge and a wealth of 
experience, and is performing a leading role in pro-
moting initiatives towards achieving the SDGs. The 
UNDP is an important partner for Japan in the promo-
tion of the development agenda, including as the co-
organizer of TICAD. Japan is working together with the 
UNDP to resolve global challenges such as health (Uni-
versal Health Coverage (UHC)), gender equality, sup-
porting measures against climate change, and promot-
ing human security.

Courtesy Call on Prime Minister Kishida

COURTESY CALL ON PRIME MINISTER 
KISHIDA BY MR. ACHIM STEINER, 

ADMINISTRATOR OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (UNDP)
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Viewed from Mt. Hakodate, the city resembles the stem of a wine glass
Photo: Fantasia/PIXTA

A Gifu paper lantern in a traditional Japanese living space
Photo: Courtesy of OZEKI & Co., Ltd.

Huge kanto with lanterns lit at the Akita Kanto Festival
Photo: Courtesy of Akita City Kanto Festival Executive Committee
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I n this month’s issue of Highlighting Japan, we take a look at the lighting of Japan. The 
issue opens with an interview with lighting designer and researcher of lighting culture 
Fujiwara Takumi, who gives us an overview of the history of lighting in Japan. We meet 
top Japanese lighting designers Ishii Motoko and Mende Kaoru. We visit a scenic spot 

famed for its sparkling night views and a train station known for its illuminated “kimono forest.” 
We introduce the age-old craft of Gifu paper lantern making. And we look at some striking 
examples of lighting use both in lively summer festivals and solemn memorial ceremonies.
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Fujiwara Takumi is a lighting designer and researcher 
of lighting culture, and President of Light Meister 
Co., Ltd. We asked him about the history and culture 

of lighting in Japan.

What are the origins of lighting in Japan?

Until the incandescent light bulb and other modern light 
fixtures were popularized in the nineteenth century, light-
ing was created by burning something with fire both in 
Japan as well as in most countries and regions in the world. 
Lighting was first created with trees and plants, followed 
by oil, and then finally with candles.

In Japan, it is thought that oil was used as a fuel for light-
ing by at least the Asuka period (end of the sixth century 
to the beginning of the eighth century). The light fixture 
that began to be used around that time was the todai (light 
stand). A wick made from the pith of the stem of a plant 
called igusa (common rush) was dipped in a dish filled 
with oil made from squeezing plants and boiling fish. The 
wick, which had soaked up the oil, was then lit with fire to 
create a light. The taka-todai (tall light stand) had a 75- to 
90-cm-tall pillar supporting a dish, and was used as a light 
for rooms.

As the light from oil-based light stands could be easily 
extinguished when the wind blew, people of the time came 
up with ways to block the wind. For example, a round 
reflective panel is attached to a light stand thought to be 
made in the thirteenth or fourteenth century and protected 
as a treasure of Horyu-ji, a Buddhist temple in Nara Pre-
fecture. This reflective panel not only protects against the 
wind, but also reflects the light.

Light stands with pillars of 30 to 45 cm in height were 
also made. Before Western culture spread in the Meiji 
period (1868–1912), the average Japanese person did not 
use chairs while inside, and sat on wooden or tatami (mat-
ting made of common rush) floors to work or eat. But tall 
light stands could not brightly light up the area in front of 
people when sitting on the floor, and so light stands with 
low pillars came to be used as light fixtures to brighten the 
area in front of a person while sitting down. Later, a diverse 
variety of light fixtures was created to match the climate, 
lifestyles and cultures of Japan.

What other kinds of light fixtures were created in Japan?

The Edo period, which began 
at the start of the seven-
teenth century, was a period 
in which no major wars broke 
out for about 260 years and 
is said to be an era when the 
lighting culture of Japan 
flourished. Various new light 
fixtures became prevalent 
and people’s lives came to be 
colored with these lights. One 
of these was the andon. Like 
light stands, andon used oil 
as fuel, but they were unique 
in that the oil dish was sur-
rounded by a hibukuro (fire 

The Lighting of Japan

Fujiwara Takumi
Photo: Courtesy of Fujiwara Takumi

Todai (light stand) (78 cm) with reflective 
panel dating from the thirteenth or 

fourteenth century, a treasure of Horyu-ji 
Buddhist temple in Nara Prefecture 

(Tokyo National Museum Collection)
Photo: ColBase (https://colbase.nich.go.jp/)



It is said that the Odawara- 
chochin (Odawara Lantern), one of 
the most famous types of lanterns, 
was developed by an artisan living 
in Odawara (now Odawara City, 
Kanagawa Prefecture) as a portable 
lantern for travelers, as Odawara 
was a post-station town on the 
Tokaido road that connected Edo 
(now Tokyo) with Kyoto. Odawara-
chochin are made so that when 
the “lids” at the top and bottom 
are pushed together, the hibukuro folds in (like an accor-
dion) and can be easily stored and carried. During the Edo 
period, traveling became quite popular among ordinary 
people, and chochin were essential items for this travel.

Chochin lanterns are still used today in a variety of 
locations in Japan, including festival venues and outside 
izaka ya bars. You could say that the chochin symbolizes 
the lighting culture of Japan, even as the times change.

How did the lighting of Japan change as modernization 
progressed since the Meiji period?

Japanese lighting saw a time of great transformation during 
the Meiji period as a variety of tools and technologies were 
brought in from the West. The first gas light was installed 
in Yokohama in 1872. The gas light came to be a symbol of 
Japanese modernization as up until that point, there were 
very few permanent street lamps in Japan. In 1882, the first 
arc lamp in Japan using electrical discharge lit up Ginza, a 
busy neighborhood in Tokyo. Kerosene lamps also became 
popular in homes, as they were brighter and easier to use 
than andon and chochin.

As lighting in Japan was changing in this way, Ameri-
can Thomas Edison completed the world’s first practical 
incandescent light bulb in 1879. Then, he commercialized 
it by using bamboo from Kyoto as a filament material that 
conducts electricity and lights up. This light bulb spread 
around the world, and lights were switched to these bulbs 
globally. With electricity being offered to general consum-
ers in Tokyo in 1887, incandescent light bulbs began to be 
used as street lamps and electric lights in homes. 

As electric lights were spreading, Japanese people devel-
oped a variety of technologies and contributed greatly to 
the development of electric lights. Some of these technolo-
gies were globally unique inventions. For example, the 

box to block the wind). Washi handmade paper, which 
had also become popularized during the Edo period, was 
attached to the fire box. The entire fire box was then illu-
minated as the light from inside the andon reflected on the 
washi paper. This is why andon seem to be brighter than 
light stands. The warm, gentle light that radiates from the 
washi paper gives people a sense of security.

There are many varieties of andon, one of which is the 
Ariake-andon. The name is said to come from the fact 
that the moon seen even at daybreak (ariake) is known as 
an Ariake moon. The Ariake-andon was a hibukuro inside 
another wooden box which had cut-outs in the sides in 
the shape of full and crescent moons. In waking hours, the 
hibukuro could be removed and placed on top of the box to 
brightly illuminate the room. When a person went to bed, 
the hibukuro would be placed back inside the box and light 
would escape only from the moon-shaped cut-outs. The 
user could adjust the light emanating from the lantern in 
this way. It’s possible to get a sense for the strong prefer-
ences Japanese people have towards lighting from these 
ideas.

Japanese candles, which use lacquer trees and wax trees 
for fuel, were also popularized in the Edo period, and peo-
ple began making light fixtures for these candles. One of 
those is the chochin lantern. These lanterns feature washi 
paper fixed onto a frame of thin bamboo strips, with a lit 
candle inside. The lantern could be folded up, so it was 
easy to carry. Thanks to the chochin lanterns, people of the 
Edo period were able to do more at night than in the past, 
this being a time when there were almost no street lamps.

| highlighting japan8

An Ariake-andon lantern (300 × 230 × 232 mm) (Collection of Musashino Art 
University Museum & Library)
Photo: Tachiki Keinosuke

An Odawara-chochin (Odawara Lantern) (42.5 cm) 
(Edo-Tokyo Museum Collection)

Photo: Tokyo Metropolitan Edo-Tokyo Museum



double coil light bulb, invented in 1921. By taking the spi-
ral filament and further spinning it into a spiral—or double 
coil—the light bulb became brighter. Subsequently, in 1925, 
the frosted light bulb was invented. By frosting the inside 
of the glass of the light bulb, it became possible to control 
the glare of the bulbs to create soft and gentle light.

In recent years, Japanese researchers and companies 
have greatly contributed to the development of technolo-
gies, including light-emitting diodes (LEDs)i with long life 
and high efficiency and organic ELii, which makes it pos-
sible to have thin, lightweight, curved displays. Professor 
Akasaki Isamu at Meijo University, Professor Amano Hiro-
shi at Nagoya University, and Professor Nakamura Shuji at 
the University of California, Santa Barbara were awarded 
the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physics for their achievements in 
the development of a high-efficiency blue LEDiii.

Once the spread of COVID-19 subsides, what kinds of Japa-
nese lighting do you want visitors from overseas to see in 
Japan?

People can enjoy a variety of lights at traditional festivals 
all over Japan. For example, at the Nebuta Festivaliv held in 
Aomori Prefecture in summer, giant, brightly illuminated 
nebuta floats representing warriors or other mythical and 
historical figures are carried and paraded around town. The 
Kiriko Festivalv held across the Noto Peninsula in Ishikawa 
Prefecture from summer to autumn is decorated with tall, 
hanging rectangular lanterns that are illuminated, known 
as kiriko.

There are also many places to enjoy beautiful night 

views in Japan. One characteristic of Japanese night view 
spots is that many of them are not just from tall buildings 
but from the tops of mountains, as well. I recommend the 
night views seen from the tops of mountains in Hakodate 
and Nagasaki.

I also want visitors to look at Japan’s natural light. Moon-
light has been cherished in Japan since ancient times. The 
cherry blossoms in full bloom, dimly lit by the moonlight in 
spring, are beautiful. This is called hanaakari (flower light). 
In winter, there are kamakura (snow huts)vi in snowy land-
scapes. The light from within the huts together with the 
moonlight create a beautiful sight of lightly glowing white 
snow. This is called yukiakari (snow light).

In traditional homes and temples in Japan, the light flow-
ing in through sliding paper doors and the shadows that 
fall change from one moment to the next from daybreak to 
nightfall. Indoor paintings on folding screens or on sliding 
paper doors offer unique impressions depending on how 
the light hits them. I hope visitors to Japan can experience 
these kinds of changes that occur with natural light.  

Interview by SAWAJI OSAMU
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A reproduction gas light (foreground) in the Minatomirai area of Yokohama 
City, Kanagawa Prefecture
Photo: Gengorou/PIXTA

An illuminated float at the Aomori Nebuta Festival

i Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are a type of semiconductor that emit light when an electrical 
current is applied. They are used in a variety of products, including indoor and outdoor light-
ing, TVs, smartphones, and automobile lights.

ii Organic EL is a phenomenon whereby organic materials emit light when voltage is applied. 
Devices that make use of this phenomenon are called OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diodes).

iii Until the 1980s, red and green LEDs were put into use and were used in indicator lights and 
other machines. Later, LEDs came to be widely used as lighting with the development of blue 
LEDs in 1993 and white LEDs in 1996.

iv See Highlighting Japan September 2011, “A Rousing Summer in Tohoku” https://www.gov-
online.go.jp/eng/publicity/book/hlj/html/201109/201109_03.html

v See Highlighting Japan August 2016, “The Noto Lights” https://www.gov-online.go.jp/eng/
publicity/book/hlj/html/201608/201608_13_en.html

vi See Highlighting Japan January 2022, “Yokote Snow Festival” https://www.gov-online.go.jp/
eng/publicity/book/hlj/html/202201/202201_03_en.html
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I
n recent years, there has been an 
increase in beautiful illumination of 
picturesque locations and famous 
buildings. Lighting designer Ishii 

Motoko has worked on the illumination 
of Tokyo Tower (333 meters tall) and 
many other famous buildings and land-
scapes, laying the foundation for modern 
Japanese lighting culture.

“The origin of Japanese lighting cul-
ture is moonlight. This is because ancient 
Japanese people revered and admired 
the light of the moon,” says Ishii. “Full 
moons in Japan have a gentle, hazy 
brightness due to the highly humid cli-
mate. There are limitless gradations con-
necting the light and the dark. It is quite 
different from the clear brightness of full 
moons in Europe and other places.”

Ishii values this ancient Japanese sen-
sibility and has aimed for lighting design 
that utilizes it.

The Ginza Kabukiza Theatre in the 
district of Chuo City, Tokyo, a theater 
specifically for kabuki, is illuminated 

at night with light modeled on that of 
a Japanese full moon. The magnificent 
tiled roof is illuminated by the “moon-
light” light source situated on top of 
the Kabukiza Tower 130 meters above 
the theater. A gentle light shines down 
from above, but it’s hard to tell where 
the light is coming from as no light-
ing device is visible. The white walls of 
the building’s facade are illuminated 
in slightly different white lighting each 
day of the year, transitioning from a cool 
white (blue-tinted white) in summer to 
a warm white in winter (orange-tinted 
white). This lighting reflects the Japa-
nese sensitivity towards the changing of 
the seasons.

Ishii has worked on the illumination 
of more than 50 bridges, including the 
Rainbow Bridge (798 meters long) and 
the Tokyo Gate Bridge (2,618 meters 
long), both of which are known as sym-
bols of Tokyo Port. As lighting up an 
especially large bridge can affect a fairly 
large area, Ishii gives paramount impor-
tance to harmony with the surrounding 
landscape. Rather than emphasizing the 

All photos: Courtesy of Motoko Ishii Lighting Design

A Master of Modern 
Japanese Lighting Culture
Ishii Motoko is a leading Japanese lighting designer who has worked on the light-
ing for many buildings and landscapes and laid the foundation for modern Japanese 
lighting culture.

The Ginza Kabukiza Theatre 
in Chuo City, Tokyo

Ishii Motoko

KATO KYOKO
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bridge itself, she designs the lighting so 
that the bridge rises up in gentle light 
while the surrounding area is also illumi-
nated. In addition, her designs also take 
ease of maintenance into consideration. 
As many solar panels as possible are 
installed on the main towers that support 
the suspension bridges and in open areas 
near the bridge to maximize the effect of 

the lighting while greatly reducing power 
consumption.

The light reflected on the water fluc-
tuates with wind and ripples on the sur-
face, while darkness and light mix to cre-
ate deep or pale gradations that change 
from moment to moment. Ishii says that 
this is one of the charms of bridge light-
ing, and that the fluctuating light offers 

different kinds of beauty at each moment 
of encounter.

“As the evening turns into the dark of 
night, the illuminated structure rises up. 
It is a performance of light, an ancient 
earthy drama, in which daytime is always 
followed by night. I believe the allure of 
lighting is in more beautifully expressing 
this majestic drama.” 

Tokyo Gate Bridge  
in Koto City, Tokyo

Tokyo Tower in 
Shiba-koen park, 
Minato City, 
Tokyo

Rainbow Bridge 
connecting Minato 
City and Koto City 

in Tokyo
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T
he term “lighting design” gen-
erally refers to the work of 
arranging a space using lights, 
but the work can involve a 

great many things. This includes not only 
design of lighting of rooms and buildings, 
but also the design of lighting related to 
the wider urban environment.

Mainstream lighting is shifting away 
from the use of light bulbs and fluores-
cent lights toward LEDs and laser light 
sources. In 2015, Mende Kaoru, a famous 
Japanese lighting designer, hosted the 
traveling exhibition “Nightscape 2050 – 
A Dialogue between Cities-Light-People 
in Future,” exploring what lighting might 
look like further into the future in the 

context of energy consumption and peo-
ple’s interactions with light.

Mende says, “When the lighting 
changes, the mood of the space is trans-
formed. For example, lighting can make 
a person’s facial expressions appear 
more lively, it can make food on a table 
look more  delicious, and it can make 
a cityscape look more fashionable. Of 
course, the opposite is also true, and so I 
think the most important thing in my job 
is to make people happy through plan-
ning out lighting.”

In 1990, Mende founded Lighting 
Planners Associates, a company han-
dling a wide range of work focused on 
architectural lighting design, and has led 
lighting projects all over the world. Some 
of the buildings he has worked on are 
landmarks in their respective cities, such 
as Tokyo International Forum, Tokyo 
Station Marunouchi Building, and Gar-
dens by the Bay in Singapore.

Lighting Design for  
the City and Its People

Mende Kaoru is an award-winning architectural lighting designer known for his 
wide range of activities from residential and architectural to urban and environmen-
tal lighting design. We asked Mende about his work.

The water basin at the Nagasaki 
National Peace Memorial Hall for 

the Atomic Bomb Victims, with 
lighting designed by Lighting 

Planners Associates (2003)
Photo: Courtesy of Lighting Planners 

Associates & Kaneko Toshio

Mende Kaoru, Principal of Lighting Planners Associates
Photo: Courtesy of Lighting Planners Associates

SASAKI TAKASHI
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At Gardens by the Bay, which opened 
in 2012, Mende brought about new 
potential for the botanical gardens, pre-
viously mainly a daytime destination, 
by attracting many people at night with 
installations that used light as a form of 
entertainment.

Mende says that the Nagasaki National 
Peace Memorial Hall for the Atomic 
Bomb Victims, which was completed in 
2003, is one lighting design that stands 
out in his memory in particular.

“Kuryu Akira, the man who designed 
this building, planned a black gran-
ite water basin 29 meters in diameter 
around the building to remember the 
atomic bomb victims who died thirsty 
for water. I planted 70,000 light fiber 
particles on the bottom of the basin, 
one for each person who had died in the 
atomic bombing. And when we went to 
actually light up the lights, something 
unexpected occurred. The surface of the 
water rippled as the wind blew and the 
lights swayed gently. A beauty greatly 

beyond my expectations was born.”
The Peace Memorial Hall with its 

softly illuminated water basin can be 
seen as an expression of prayers for those 
who died.

The appearance of a city can change 

through the use of light, and the emo-
tions of the people living there may also 
be affected by the types of lighting used. 
Mende continues to search for ways to 
move and excite people with his lighting 
plans and designs. 

A vision of the future of city 
lighting created for Nightscape 

2050 – A Dialogue between Cities-
Light-People in Future (2015)
Photo: Courtesy of Lighting Planners 

Associates

Gardens by the Bay in Singapore with “organic lighting” 
design by Lighting Planners Associates (2012)
Photo: Courtesy of Lighting Planners Associates & Kaneko Toshio
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M
t. Hakodate (elevation 334 meters), located in 
the city of Hakodate, Hokkaido (see map p. 6), is 
known for its beautiful night views and is famous 
as a popular scenic area in all four seasons. The 

sparkling mountain views have been recognized internation-
ally, and have a maximum 3-star rating in the Michelin Green 
Guide Japan. Mt. Hakodate is located at the end of a narrow 
strip of land that juts out into the Bay of Hakodate. From 
around dusk, the entire city below, which resembles the stem 
of a wine glass, appears as a thin band of light when viewed 
from near the mountain’s summit. The city is just 1 km wide, 
and the contrast of the bright city lights with the darkness of 
the water on either side is spectacular.

In the squid (ika in Japanese) fishing season, Hakodate 

seems to shimmer like a jewel as the lights from the city com-
bine with the fishing lights of the many squid fishing boats 
bobbing on the ocean. Fishing for squid is a well-known sea-
sonal tradition from early spring through autumn, but particu-
larly in summer, when many boats head out. Fishermen hang 
very bright lights in a row on their boats to attract the squid 
and then reel them in using a type of fishing lure with spikes 
attached.

Mizuguchi Takahiro of the Mt. Hakodate Ropeway Corpo-
ration says, “Each season brings its own beauty to the night 
views from Mt. Hakodate, but the combination of lights during 
a fireworks display is particularly spectacular as you can see 
the fishing lights and the lights of the city when looking down 
as well as the fireworks in the night sky.”

Passengers can also gaze upon the dreamlike fishing lights 
floating in the sea from the windows of the South Hokkaido 
Railway trains which run along the Bay of Hakodate on the line 
between Kamiiso Station and Oshima-Tobetsu Station.

Mizuguchi says, “You can see the fishing lights and city 
lights together at eye level from the train, a night view that is 

All photos: Courtesy of Motoko Ishii Lighting Design

Summer 
Night Views 
of Hakodate
When the squid fishing season is at its peak in summer, the 
fishing lights off the coast add even more sparkle to the night 
views of Hakodate in Hokkaido.

Hakodate and squid fishing boats 
viewed from Mt. Hakodate
Photo: Saitan/PIXTA

YANAGISAWA MIHO
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quite different from that seen from 
Mt. Hakodate. This view is called 
the ‘horizontal night view’ by tour-
ists and railway fans, and they often 
come to enjoy this view and compare 
it to that from Mt. Hakodate.”

The squid caught off the Bay of 
Hakodate are a popular summer spe-
cialty in Hakodate, appreciated for 
their transparent meat and crunchy 
texture. People come to taste the 
freshly-caught squid along with sea 
urchin, crab, and other Hakodate-
caught seafood at the Hakodate 
Morning Market and other seafood 
restaurants within the city.

Summer has come, and now is the 
perfect time to enjoy the night views 
of Hakodate, both from Mt. Hakodate 
and from the window of a train. 

A summer fireworks display 
on the Hakodate waterfront
Photo: © Hakoda te International 
Tourism and Convention Association 

Viewed from Mt. Hakodate, the city 
resembles the stem of a wine glass

Photo: Fantasia/PIXTA

View from the window of a South 
Hokkaido Railway train. The lights 
of the city and the boats in the water 
form a single band of light
Photo: StudioADOS/PIXTA

A South Hokkaido Railway train
Photo: Courtesy of South Hokkaido Railway Company
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T
he Akita Kanto Festival is held over four days from 
August 3 to 6 in the city of Akita, which is located 
along the Sea of Japan coast in Akita Prefecture in the 
Tohoku (northeast) part of the main island of Hon-

shu. The “kanto” of the festival’s name refers to the bamboo 
poles that are strung with lanterns and are likened to ears of 
rice. The festival has its roots in the middle of the 18th-century 
in an event held for a bountiful harvest and for driving away 
summer sickness and evil spirits. It is a national Important 

Intangible Folk Cultural Property and is one of the three major 
festivals in Tohoku, along with the Aomori Nebuta Festival 
and the Sendai Tanabata Festival.

There are four sizes of kanto, ranging from small ones for 
children measuring about 5 meters long to huge 12-meter-long 
poles strung with 46 lanterns. The biggest ones weigh about 
50 kg.

As darkness falls on the day of the festival, 250 long kanto 
bamboo poles strung with many lanterns are lined up along 

All photos: Courtesy of Akita City Kanto Festival Executive Committee

Illuminating the Night Sky with “Rice Ears” of Light
The Akita Kanto Festival

The Akita Kanto Festival is a major festival in the Tohoku region of northeast Japan during which 
kanto, long bamboo poles strung with lanterns, light up the summer nights.

Aerial view of the kanto parade on 
Kanto Odori street in Akita City

Performers balance kanto strung with 
46 lanterns and weighing some 50 kg

SUGIYAMA MAMORU
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the street commonly known as Kanto Odori Street in Akita (real 
name, Sanno Odori Street). While ohayashi i is played and shouts 
of “Dokkoisho, dokkoisho” (heave ho) fly through the air, the can-
dle-lit lanterns swing about while the kanto, held up by the sashite 
pole bearers, bend and sway. The sashite take turns balancing the 
heavy kanto on their hands, head, shoulders and backs.

A member of staff on the Akita City Kanto Festival Executive 
Committee says, “No matter how many times I see the opening of 
the festival, when the kanto with their lanterns lit are lifted up all 
at once, my heart still leaps with excitement.” The rows of kanto, 
their lanterns swinging on the swaying poles, look like golden 
ears of rice in a wind-blown paddy field.

The Lanterns are painted with a variety of designs represent-
ing each area of Akita City participating in the festival. Some of 
the lanterns feature patterns and letters representative of the 
region, while others feature folding fans and evergreen pine trees 
expressing hope for future prosperity. The lanterns carry wishes 
for happiness, long life, and the birth of many children for the 
people who live in the northern lands. The candles used in the 
lanterns are also prized as amulets for safe birth, and it is said 
that the shorter the candle, the shorter the time of the childbirth.

The festival staff member says, “Around the beginning of July, 
you can hear the sounds of ohayashi practicing wherever you go 
in the city, and the excitement starts to build.”

Summer has come again; the light of the kanto raised high, 
ohayashi and calls of “Dokkoisho, dokkoisho” filling the air, will 
soon decorate the Akita night sky. 

i The music is played during the festival. Generally, it is cheerful accompaniment music played by 
fue flutes and drums.

A taiko drum and fue flute performance (ohayashi)

Huge kanto with lanterns lit 
at the Akita Kanto Festival

The lanterns are decorated with images which indicate where in Akita they were 
made
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S
easonal flowers and landscapes are painted on thin, supple 
washi paper to create Gifu paper lanterns, which are widely 
treasured for their delicate beauty. When the light inside the 
lantern is lit, the sophisticated designs painted on the washi 

that surrounds the light source come to life in the soft glow. The tra-
ditional designs mainly feature combinations of flowers such as chry-
santhemums and balloon flowers.

All photos: Courtesy of OZEKI & Co., Ltd.

The Traditional Light 
of Gifu Paper Lanterns
Gifu paper lanterns (Gifu Chochin) are made of thin washi handmade 
paper and thin strips of bamboo, and decorated with beautiful pictures. 
When they are lit, flowers, landscapes, and other colorful designs come 
into view bathed in soft light.

A Gifu paper lantern in 
a traditional Japanese 

living space

A Gifu paper lantern with a traditional design of chrysanthemums and other flowers

YANAGISAWA MIHO
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With a history dating back around 300 years, traditional 
Gifu paper lanterns are made from Mino washi and thin strips 
of bamboo, specialty products of the Mino region in Gifu 
Prefecture. The washi is extremely thin but strong and with-
out irregularities, making it easy to paint and draw beautiful 
designs on the surface of the paper.  

Gifu paper lanterns were awarded a Silver Medal at the 
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (St. Louis World’s Fair) in the 
United States in 1904, a Gold Medal at the World’s Fair in Liège, 
Belgium in 1905, and a Gold Medal at the International Exposi-

tion of Art and Technology in Modern Life in Paris in 1937. 
Highly regarded internationally, the lan-
terns developed as overseas orders contin-
ued to increase. In 1995, the Japanese gov-
ernment (Ministry of International Trade 
and Industryi) designated the Gifu paper 
lantern a National Traditional Craft.  

Ozeki Morihiro, director of the Gifu 
Chochin Cooperative, comments, “The 
West has a traditional art of stained glass, 

in which pictures made from cut glass 
come to life when light passes through. 

I think the Gifu paper lantern of Japan 
has some similarities to that. People in 
the West also have a delicate sense of 
light, so they recognized the charm of 

the soft light passing through washi.” 
Isamu Noguchi (1904–

1988)ii, the internation-
ally renowned sculp-
tor who also worked in 
garden design, interior 
design, and many other 

fields, was particularly attracted to Gifu paper lanterns. He vis-
ited the Gifu Chochin Cooperative, where Ozeki now serves as 
director, any number of times to study the production. In 1952, 
Noguchi launched his series of Akari (akari means light in Jap-
anese) lanterns, which have been highly acclaimed at numer-
ous exhibitions in the United States. 

Ozeki comments, “Isamu Noguchi’s works brought out the 
charm of traditional Gifu paper lanterns in a new way. I have 
heard that he praised the light that passes through washi by 
saying, ‘There’s nothing better than this.’”

Influenced by Isamu Noguchi’s work and other new designs, 
young designers are launching one Gifu paper lantern after 
another featuring modern designs that match today’s lifestyle. 
Gifu paper lanterns are now attracting attention as new inte-
rior designs that are a good fit with the modern living space. 

i Now the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
ii Isamu Noguchi was born in Los Angeles to a Japanese father and an American mother.

Various Akari brand 
lamps designed by 
Isamu Noguchi

An artisan painting designs on a 
Gifu paper lantern

A Gifu paper floor lantern 
painted with clematis flowers

An artisan pasting washi onto the 
frame of a lantern

A Gifu paper lantern 
with a slender 
design that is a 
good fit for modern
living spaces, 
painted with 
wisteria and thistle 
flowers
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The Elegant Illuminated “Kimono Forest”

A section of the Kimono Forest at Arashiyama Station illuminated at night

The Ryu-no-atago dragon pond. The name is associated with Tenryu-ji temple, 
which is located near the station

A Keifuku Arashiyama Line train, also known as “Randen,” arrives at 
Arashiyama Station
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A
rashiyama is one of the most attractive areas in 
Kyoto. The scenery created by the Togetsukyoi 
bridge and the seasonal changes in the moun-
tains never cease to attract visitors from Japan and 

abroad. Arashiyama Station on the so-called Randen Line is 
the gateway to the area. The Kimono Forest, which is made to 
resemble a natural wood, consists of rows of 600 acrylic pillars 
lined with Kyo-yuzen fabric, and placed along the station plat-
form and the train tracks.

Nishijin-ori, the celebrated fabric for Kyoto kimono, is a 
woven fabric whereas Kyo-yuzen dyes are applied directly 
to silk fabric with a brush. Miyazaki Yuzensai, a folding fan 
painter in Kyoto in the late seventeenth century, is credited 
with developing the technique when he used his own patterns 
to dye kimono. The elegant designs are based on traditional 
themes of natural beauty, and use many colors, creating a gor-
geous impression.  

Designer Morita Yasumichi arranged the Kyo-yuzen to cre-
ate the Kimono Forest as a station space design. In the day-
time, the impression created is that of a forest of kimono 
sleeves, but every evening, the station’s appearance is com-
pletely transformed when the pillars are illuminated with LED 
lights. The elegant Kyo-yuzen patterns appear to float in the 
dark, creating a glamorous and increasingly gorgeous space. 
Visitors can enjoy the effect of an illumination that is unique to 
Kyoto and can only be seen here.

The space for the Kimono Forest is the result of two rounds 
of renovations of Arashiyama Station, in 2002 and 2013, by 
the Keifuku Electric Railroad in collaboration with Morita 
Yasumichi. 

Suzuki Hiroyuki, who was in charge of the renovation, 
comments, “Before the station was renovated, Arashiyama 
was hardly a place that attracted people at night. We wanted 
to make the station a place that might encourage sightseeing 
in Arashiyama at night, and this is how we started to work on 
plans for an illumination at Arashiyama Station.”

In the first stage of renovations in 2002, the station build-
ing was refurbished using green bamboo and wood, and the 
whole building was lit up and finished to a standard that pre-
sented visitors with a sense of Japanese-style harmony. During 

the second stage of the renovations, eleven years later in 2013, 
the space in the station was opened up and landscaped with 
paths, a park, and the Ryu-no-atago pond. At this time, the 
Kimono Forest was conceived as the answer to the challenge of 
producing an evening attraction for Arashiyama Station.

Suzuki has been touched by the comments of travelers. 
For example, “It’s as exciting as a visit to a theme park when 
the train pulls into Arashiyama Station in the evening and 
the illuminated pillars come into view.” Suzuki adds, “When 
I hear how much fun people have taking photographs in the 
illuminated Kimono Forest, and see young people dressed in 
kimono especially for the visit, I think that the Kimono Forest 
is becoming established as a new attraction at Arashiyama.” 
As soon as we can put the Covid-19 period behind us, Suzuki 
hopes that many people from Japan and abroad will enjoy the 
Arashiyama scenery in the daytime and the elegant illumina-
tions at night. 

All photos: Courtesy of Keifuku Electric Railroad Co., Ltd.

The “Kimono Forest” at Arashiyama Station on the Keifuku 
Arashiyama Line (familiarly known as the Randen) consists 
of rows of transparent pillars lined with colorful fabrics that 
have been dyed using the Kyo-yuzen technique for traditional 
Kyoto kimono. Every evening, when the fabric is backlit with 
LED lighting so that the patterns emerge out of the dark-
ness, visitors can enjoy an elegant illuminated “wood” that is 
unique to Kyoto.

i Togetsukyo is a 155-meter-long bridge that crosses the Katsura River, which flows from Sagano to 
Arashiyama. Upstream from this bridge the Katsura River is known as the Oi River. 

FUJITA MAO

People taking pictures in the Kimono Forest at night

The Kimono Forest in the daytime

Close-up of the transparent pillars lined with colorful fabrics
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E
ach year, on the evening of August 6, several thou-
sand lanterns are floated on the Motoyasu River that 
flows by the Hiroshima Peace Memorial (Genbaku 
Dome) (see box article), a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site in the Peace Memorial Park in Hiroshima.
A fire is lit within the box-shaped lanterns, which are made 

by pasting paper to a wooden frame. This is a summer tradi-
tion in Hiroshima, an event known as the Floating Lanterns 
– Messages for Peace. The gently floating lanterns create a 
dreamy spectacle as the light of each lantern sways back and 
forth. The event is hosted by the Hiroshima-shi Chuo-bu Sho-
tengai Shinko Kumiai Rengokai (Hiroshima City Central Area 
Shopping District Promotion Association), while the entire 
process from creating the lanterns to selling them and sending 
them down the river is handled mainly by Hiroshima resident 
volunteers under the supervision of the Association.

Senior managing director Wakasa Toshiyasu says that 
“August 6, 1945 is the day when the atomic bomb was dropped 
on Hiroshima. Many people died in this river that day. Hiro-
shima’s floating lanterns were started as a memorial service by 
survivors after the war. So the light of each lantern is the light 
of life for each person who died.”

All photos: Courtesy of Wakasa Toshiyasu

Messages for Peace 
Floating Lanterns

The Floating Lanterns – Messages for Peace event is held 
in Hiroshima on the evening of August 6 each year. People 
gather in Hiroshima to pray for peace and float lanterns with 
personal messages written on them down the river.

Lanterns carrying 
messages for peace

Young volunteers lighting lanterns
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In Japan, there has been a summer custom since ancient 
times known as Obon, in which the souls of ancestors are wel-
comed into homes and then sent back to the afterlife. In some 
parts of Japan, spirit boat processions are held in which boats 
are made for souls to ride on as they are sent back to the after-
life. In the Aki region of western Hiroshima Prefecture, people 
decorate graves with colorful lanterns during the Obon season. 
It is said that the floating lanterns in Hiroshima City are a com-
bination of these two customs.

Wakasa says that “originally, the floating lanterns were to 
commemorate those who had died, but with many visitors 
from overseas, the lanterns have come to have more of a mes-
sage of lasting world peace.”

During the lighting ceremony held before the lanterns are 
sent down the river, the lanterns are lit with flames from the 
“embers of the atomic bomb”i that rests in Hoshino Village in 
Fukuoka Prefecture.

Participants can send a lantern directly down the Motoyasu 
river from the waterfront terrace on the shore opposite the 
Hiroshima Peace Memorial (Genbaku Dome).ii

Since 2015, an Online Floating Lantern event has also been 
held, mainly by young people. In 2020 and 2021, the in-person 

floating lantern event was canceled as a precaution against the 
spread of COVID-19, but messages sent online from all over the 
world were floated down a virtual online river, and this was 
displayed on digital signage all over Hiroshima City on August 
6, 2021. 

Each lantern is a faint hope. But the desires for peace bound 
in each lantern form thousands of wishes, and the stream of 
light they create on the Motoyasu River will continue to flow 
year after year. 

Interview (June 28, 2022) by SATO KUMIKO

People carrying lanterns prepare to send them into the river

i Yamamoto Tatsuo was born in Hoshino Village, a part of Yame City, Fukuoka Prefecture. He brought 
the embers from the atomic bomb back as a memento of his uncle while searching for him in Hiro-
shima. He lit his pocket warmer with the lingering flames and took them back home. The embers 
continue to burn in the Tower of Peace in Hoshino Village.

ii Participants will not be able to send off lanterns on their own from the water access terrace in 
2022 as a measure against COVID-19. Messages will be collected and sent off by the sponsor 
instead.

Lanterns float down the Motoyasu River near 
the Hiroshima Peace Memorial (Genbaku 

Dome), a UNESCO World Heritage Site

Hiroshima Peace Memorial  
(Genbaku Dome)
The Hiroshima Peace Memorial (Genbaku 

Dome) was originally the Hiroshima Pre-

fectural Industrial Promotion Hall, com-

pleted in 1915. On August 6, 1945, the 

entire building was set ablaze by the det-

onation of an atomic bomb only about 160 

meters away from the blast center, and 

most of the building collapsed. The build-

ing came to be called Genbaku Dome by 

city residents in reference to the elliptical 

dome on the top of the building that did 

not collapse.

The Peace Memorial Park was built in 

1955 to wish for lasting worldwide peace.

Within the park is the Hiroshima Peace 

Memorial (Genbaku Dome), the Hiroshima 

Peace Memorial Museum, and the Hiro-

shima National Peace Memorial Hall for 

the Atomic Bomb Victims, among other 

facilities.
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A Japanese national hav-
ing a foreign nationality (a 
person of dual national-
ity) has to choose one or 

other of the nationalities before he or 
she reaches twenty two years of age (or 
within two years after the day when he 
or she acquired the second nationality if 
he or she acquired such nationality after 
the day when he or she reached twenty 
years of age). However, because the age 
of adulthood set by the Civil Code has 
been lowered, since April 2022, a person 
of dual nationality must choose one or 
other of the nationalities before he or she 
reaches twenty years of age (or within 
two years after the day when he or she 
acquired the second nationality if he or 
she acquired such nationality after the 
day when he or she reached eighteen 
years of age).

In the event that the deadline for mak-
ing this choice has elapsed, it is still nec-
essary for those with dual nationality to 
choose either nationality. According to 
the Nationality Law, if a person fails to 
make the choice of nationality within 
the above-stated period, he or she may 
be served notice by the Minister of Jus-
tice to choose one of the nationalities the 
person possesses, and in the case that he 
or she does not choose Japanese nation-

ality within one month of receipt of this 
notice, in principle, once that period has 
elapsed, the person will be considered to 
have lost Japanese nationality.

I  A person who has to 
make the choice of 
nationality

Examples of cases where a person is of 
dual nationality are as follows.

1  A person who was born of a mother 
having Japanese nationality and a father 
having a nationality of the foreign coun-
try (e.g. Kuwait) which adopts the “prin-
ciple of paternal blood”* as the rule of 
nationality. 

*  The principle which entitles one to the 
nationality of his or her natural father.

2  A person who was born of a father or 
a mother having Japanese nationality 
and another parent having a national-
ity of the foreign country (e.g. Republic 
of Korea) which adopts the “principle 
of both-parental blood”* as the rule of 
nationality. 

*  The principle which entitles one to 
the nationalities of his or her natural 
parents.

3  A person who was born, of a father or 
a mother (or parents) having Japanese 
nationality, in a foreign country (e.g. the 
United States of America) which adopts 
the “principle of birthplace”* as the rule 
of nationality. 

*  The principle which entitles one to the 
nationality of a country where he or she 
was born.

4  A Japanese national who has acquired 
a foreign nationality as the result of the 
acknowledgment by a father of a foreign 
nationality (e.g. Canada), the adoption 
with a person of a foreign nationality 
(e.g. Italy), or the marriage to a person of 
a foreign nationality (e.g. Iran), etc.

5  A person who still possesses a foreign 
nationality after acquiring Japanese 
nationality by naturalization or a notifi-
cation of acquisition of nationality.  

II  Methods of choice of 
nationality

Concerning the choice of nationality, 
a person should choose, of his or her 
own free will, by either of the following 
methods.

1   In the case of choosing the 
foreign nationality

(1)  The method of renouncing Japanese 
nationality

A person is required to submit a notifica-
tion of renouncing Japanese nationality, 
which shall be accompanied by a copy 
of the family-register, a document prov-
ing his or her domicile, and a document 
proving that the person possesses the 
foreign nationality, to the Legal Affairs 
Bureau or the District Legal Affairs 
Bureau which has jurisdiction over the 
person’s domicile (if living in Japan) or to 
the embassy or the consulate of Japan (if 
living abroad).

(2)  The method of choosing the foreign 
nationality

If a person has chosen the foreign nation-
ality in accordance with the laws of the 
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Character of the choice of nationality, 
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The Japanese government stipulates that a Japanese national also having a foreign nationality shall choose one of the 
nationalities within the period defined by law in accordance with the Nationality Law. In this article, we explain the 
procedure for doing so.

The Choice of NationalityThe Choice of Nationality
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foreign country concerned, he or she is 
required to submit a notification of loss of 
nationality, which shall be accompanied by a 
document proving that the person has cho-
sen the foreign nationality, to the office of a 
city, ward, town or village (if living in Japan) 
or to the embassy or the consulate of Japan 
(if living abroad). The person should consult 
with the government of the country in ques-
tion, its embassy or consulate, regarding the 
procedures for choosing a nationality.

2   In the case of choosing Japanese 
nationality

(1)  The method of renouncing the foreign 
nationality

In the case where a person has renounced 
the foreign nationality in accordance with 
the laws of the foreign country concerned, 
he or she is required to submit a notification 
of loss of foreign nationality, which shall be 
accompanied by a document proving the 
loss of nationality, to the office of a city, 
ward, town or village (if living in Japan) or 
to the embassy or the consulate of Japan (if 
living abroad). For further details of the pro-
cedure for renouncing the foreign national-
ity, the person should make an inquiry to the 
government office, the embassy or the con-
sulate of the foreign country concerned.

(2)  The method of making a declaration to 
choose Japanese nationality

A person is required to submit a notification 
of a declaration to choose Japanese national-
ity, in which he or she swears to have cho-
sen to be a Japanese national and that he or 
she renounces the foreign nationality, to the 
office of a city, ward, town or village (if living 
in Japan) or to the embassy or the consulate 
of Japan (if living abroad). If a person sub-
mits a notification of declaration to choose 
Japanese nationality, as it will be deemed 
that the person has fulfilled his or her obli-
gation of choice the person will not receive 
any notice from the Minister of Justice. 
However, in the event that a person chooses 
Japanese nationality but does not lose his 
or her foreign nationality the law states that 
the person must strive to renounce the for-
eign nationality.  

Note: This article has been created with the 
consent of the Ministry of Justice and on the 
basis of materials published by the Ministry.

Choice of Nationality

Choice of Nationality Procedure
(Overview)

Person choosing Japanese
nationality 

Person choosing a foreign
nationality 

Declare choice of
Japanese nationality

(Article 14, latter
part of Paragraph 2,

Nationality Law)

Acquire foreign nationality and lose dual
nationality status

Obligation to
choose nationality

is fulfilled

In the event a person
does not lose their foreign
nationality, the law states
the person must strive to
renounce it (Article 16,

Paragraph 1, Nationality
Law)

Renounce
Japanese
nationality
(Article 13,

Nationality Law)

Choose the foreign
nationality in

accordance with
the laws of the
foreign country

concerned (Article
11, Paragraph 2,
Nationality Law)

Renounce the 
foreign nationality

(Article 14, first
part of Paragraph 2,

Nationality Law)

Acquire Japanese
nationality and

lose dual
nationality status

1

1-(2) 2-(1) 2-(2)1-(1)

2

Specific method of the choice of
nationality 

Renounce Japanese nationality
(Article 13, Nationality Law) 

Submit a notification of
renouncing Japanese

nationality
(Article 13, Nationality Law)

Choose the foreign nationality in
accordance with the laws of the

foreign country concerned(*1)

(Article 11, Paragraph 2,
Nationality Law)   

Submit a notification of
loss of nationality (Paragraph

103, FamilyRegister Law)

Renounce the foreign nationalit
(Article 14, first part of Paragraph 2,

Nationality Law)(*2)

Declare choice of Japanese
nationality (Article 14, latter part of

Paragraph 2, Nationality Law)(*3)

Submit a notification of loss
of foreign nationality (Article

106, Family Register Law)

Submit a notification of a
declaration to choose
Japanese nationality

(Article 104-2, FamilyRegister Law)
 

[Place of submission]
Office of a city, ward, town
or village in Japan, embassy
or the consulate of Japan
abroad   

2  Person choosing Japanese nationality
(Two methods below) 

1  Person choosing a foreign nationality
(Two methods below)

(*1) Regarding the procedures for choosing the foreign nationality in accordance with the laws of the foreign country concerned,
the person should consult with the government of the country in question, or its embassy or consulate in Japan.

(*2) If a person chooses the foreign nationality in accordance with the laws of the foreign country concerned, he or she should 
consult with the government of the country in question, its embassy or consulate, regarding the procedures for choosing a nationality.  

[Place of submission]
Legal Affairs Bureau or the
District Legal Affairs
Bureau in Japan, embassy
or the consulate of Japan
abroad

[Place of submission]
Office of a city, ward, town
or village in Japan, embassy
or the consulate of Japan
abroad

[Place of submission]
Office of a city, ward, town
or village in Japan, embassy
or the consulate of Japan
abroad   

(*3) In the event a person has a foreign nationality of a country where the legal system does not allow an individual to lose 
the nationality by declaring choice of Japanese nationality, the law states the person must strive to renounce it after the declaration 
(Article 16, Paragraph 1 of Nationality Law). The person should consult with the government of the country in question, 
its embassy or consulate, regarding the procedures for renouncing nationality.    

1-(1)

2-(1)

2-(2)

1-(2)
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A projector is a device that 
projects enlarged images of 
data from sources such as a 
computer monitor, TV pro-

gram, or Internet video-streaming onto 
a screen or other surface. Traditionally 
used for presentations within a variety 
of settings, such as classrooms, aca-
demic conferences, and press confer-
ences, more recently their potential has 
expanded to entertainment. Projectors 
can be utilized for a variety of purposes 
both inside and outside, such as for 
public viewing of sports events on a big 
screen, the presentation of digital arts in 
museums and galleries, and projection 
mapping. Among the projectors used 
for entertainment, the high-brightness, 
high-image-quality projectors using a 
laser light source developed by Seiko 
Epson Corporation (hereinafter, Epson) 
have been attracting attention.

The key feature of these projectors 
with a laser light source is that they 
can generate a variety of colors from a 
monochromatic laser light source. Most 
projectors in general use currently are 
liquid crystal projectors. With this type 
of projector, white light emitted from a 
lamp is first broken down into the three 
primary component colors of red, green, 
and blue, which are then transmitted to 
three separate dedicated liquid crystal 
panels. The three primary colors are then 
combined to form the projected image. 
Combining the three primary colors of 
light enables various colors to be created 
(see figure).

When these projectors first came on 
the market some thirty years ago, they 
were primarily utilized for displaying 
documents in conference rooms and for 
home theaters. Since the 2010s, how-
ever, they have also been used for giant 

screens in large-scale venues and for 
projection mapping and similar events. 
To cater to this application, manufactur-
ers began to produce liquid crystal pro-
jectors fitted with multiple large lamps 
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Laser projectors that are compact, lightweight, and capable of projecting bright, beautiful images are expanding the 
range of possibilities for visual expression within a variety of settings.

Projectors with a Laser Light Source Projectors with a Laser Light Source 
Expanding the Potential of LightExpanding the Potential of Light

The three primary colors of light. 
White is produced when red, green, 
and blue overlap. White is also 
produced when yellow and blue 
overlap
Figure: Hanabi/PIXTA

Images of fish and jellyfish swimming 
are projected onto a building’s walls 
in an example of Epson’s CSR activity 
Fantas Aquarium
Photo: Courtesy of Seiko Epson Corporation
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that produce brighter and larger images. 
However, due to the need to accommo-
date multiple large lamps, the body of 
these projectors was significantly larger. 
In addition, projectors using lamps as the 
light source needed to have their lamps 
replaced periodically. Basically, such pro-
jectors also have to be positioned hori-
zontally. Laser projectors were devel-
oped to overcome these challenges.

“The laser projector we developed 
features a blue laser as its light source, 
which is brighter than a lamp and has a 
longer lifespan,” says Toyooka Takashi 
of Epson’s Visual Products Operations 
Division. “A blue laser cannot be the only 
light source for a projector, however. We 
needed to produce the other primary col-
ors of red and green with the blue laser.”

An easy solution would be to use red 
and green laser light sources, but this 
would make the projector larger and 
more costly. Further, a low-cost white 
laser source with adequate performance 
is yet to be developed. How to generate a 
wide range of colors utilizing only a blue 
laser light source was a significant obsta-

cle to overcome.
The research team led by Toyooka 

and his colleague Zakoji Makoto came 
up with the idea of producing white 
light from a blue light source. If white 
light can be produced, it can be sepa-
rated into red and green. To create white 
light, the team came up with the idea of 
using phosphors, which emit the light 
of another color when exposed to light. 
Since white light can be produced by 
combining yellow and blue light, the 
research team used phosphors that emit 
a yellow light when illuminated by a blue 
laser beam.

Although the research team suc-
ceeded in producing white light, there 
was a drawback: If the laser was kept on 
a single point, the resulting high tem-
perature would cause the phosphor to 
degrade. To remedy this issue, the team 
devised the technique of rotating a disk 
to which phosphor has been applied and 
shining a laser beam on it to prevent the 
laser beam from continuously hitting a 
single point.

This projector offered numerous 

advantages over conventional projec-
tors using lamp light sources. The laser 
light source is very bright, enabling clear 
images to be projected onto giant screens 
installed in large halls and auditoriums. 
In addition, it becomes possible to effi-
ciently transmit light to smaller liquid 
crystal panels by using the laser light 
source, which makes for a more compact 
projector body. The laser light source has 
a very long lifespan, reducing running 
costs and environmental impact. What 
is more, the projector can be placed in 
any position because there are no limits 
on the angle at which the projector sits. 
This makes it possible to completely 
cover entire spaces with the projected 
images. This has made a contribution to 
the development of culture and the arts 
such as in the digital art genre. In recog-
nition of these merits, “The Invention of 
a High-Brightness, High-Image-Quality 
Projector using Monochromatic Laser 
Light Source” was awarded the Prime 
Minister’s Prize at the 2021 National 
Commendation for Invention sponsored 
by the Japan Institute of Invention and 
Innovation.

Epson is using these projectors in 
a corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
activity called Fantas Aquarium. This is 
an initiative to provide stimulating expe-
riences by projecting moving images 
such as fish, jellyfish and plants onto 
interior walls or screens, mainly at hospi-
tals and special-needs schools. 

Projectors with a laser light source 
that are lightweight and compact and can 
project bright and beautiful images are 
sure to be utilized within a wide variety 
of settings in the future.  

Yellow phosphor applied to disks. 
When illuminated by a blue laser light 
source, the disk reflects yellow light
Photo: Courtesy of Seiko Epson Corporation

A CG image of projection mapping on 
a building by laser projectors 
Image: Courtesy of Seiko Epson Corporation

Toyooka Takashi (left) and Zakoji Makoto (right) with 
Epson’s laser projectors
Photo: Courtesy of Seiko Epson Corporation

A CG image of the basic structure of a laser projector and 
image projection mechanism
Image: Courtesy of Seiko Epson Corporation
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P
aper lanterns (chochin) are indis-
pensable as a form of lighting to 
decorate ceremonies and festi-
vals at venues such as temples 

and shrines in Japan. A paper lantern is a 
traditional lighting fixture in Japan, typi-
cally comprising a bamboo frame onto 
which washi paper is pasted and inside 
which a candle is placed. The candle is lit 
and the paper lantern radiates lighti. The 
soft expression of the light through the 
washi paper is quite elegant.

One of the major paper lantern pro-
duction areas in Japan is Ibaraki Prefec-
ture, whose lanterns are known as “Suifu 
chochin” and go back about 400 years. 
In their heyday, there were more than 
30 workshops in Mito City, historically 
known as “Suifu,” Ibaraki Prefecture. 

In recent years, the number has con-
tinued to decline to about three today.  
Iijima Minoru, who has worked on the 
paper lanterns of numerous famous tem-
ples and shrines in Japan such as Kanda 
Myojin shrine in Tokyo and Zenko-ji 
Buddhist temple in Nagano Prefecture, 
is one of the valuable craftsmen who 
continue to preserve the traditional way 
of making Suifu chochin. Minoru turned 
83 this year, but fortunately he has a reli-
able successor, and that is Jeff Rudge.  
Jeff was born in Switzerland to an 
English father and a German mother, 
after which he was raised in France. 
Interested in different countries and 
unknown cultures, Jeff moved to New 
Zealand on a working holiday. He mar-
ried a Japanese woman he met on an 

apple farm where he worked in 2002, 
and that woman was Minoru’s daughter.  
Jeff says that he became very inter-
ested in the Suifu chochin that 
Minoru was making when he vis-
ited his wife’s parental home for 
the first time after getting married.  
“Influenced by my grandfather who 

i These days paper lanterns typically use electric light sources.
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Jeff Rudge, a German/British man raised in France who has always liked 
to make things, is continuing the tradition of Suifu chochin while also 
working on making paper lanterns in a new style.

Succeeding the Succeeding the 
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TraditionTradition

MY WAY

Jeff Rudge at work on 
a Suifu chochin

Jeff Rudge and his father-in-law, the 
paper lantern maker Iijima Minoru 
(right), in front of a huge Suifu chochin
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was good at handicrafts, I have also 
loved making things from a young 
age,” says Jeff. Minoru was happy 
to oblige Jeff when he asked him to 
“teach me how to make lanterns.”  
In 2005, Jeff moved to Naka City, which 
is adjacent to Mito City, where he taught 
English at a local middle school. In 
2017, he started learning the lantern-
making craft. Minoru revealed that 

the number of paper lantern-making 
craftsmen is decreasing in Mito and 
there are no successors, to which Jeff 
said, “Then I will succeed you.” He 
began his training in earnest in 2017.  
In most paper lantern-making areas in 
Japan, bamboo is split into long thin 
strips and bent to form the lantern frame-
work, but the Suifu chochin is character-
ized by the use of thick, individual bam-
boo strips shaped into rings using a mold 
that are then tied together with thread to 
form the lantern framework. Jeff learned 
this traditional technique from Minoru, 
and he says this was the most difficult 
process, taking three or four years to mas-
ter. After making the bamboo framework, 
sturdy washi paper is pasted onto it. The 
resulting Suifu chochin is very robust.  
“The biggest attraction of Suifu cho-
chin is that you can make something 
very big and powerful,” says Jeff, who 
has made a paper lantern about 2 
meters high. Meanwhile, the largest lan-
tern that Minoru has ever made was 3 
meters high and 1.4 meters in diameter.  
Now, Jeff envisions the paper lantern as 
a new style of lighting fixture. One of his 
ideas is to incorporate stained glass, a 

craft he learned from his maternal grand-
father, into his lanterns. Jeff’s grandfa-
ther was a plumber but was also a skilled 
craftsman. After retiring, he took up the 
stained glass craft which he taught Jeff, 
who visited him in Germany at least 
once a year. “I think mixing traditional 
Japanese paper lanterns with stained 
glass would be a good blend of the skills 
I have learned here in Japan and the ones 
I have learned through my grandfather in 
Germany. Whenever I work with stained 
glass I think of my grandfather,” says Jeff. 
Although it is still in the prototype stage, 
he has given friends lanterns based on 
this new idea, which were well received.  
“Paper lanterns are made of bamboo, 
thread, and washi paper, materials that 
can be taken from nature and returned 
to nature. It would be good to incorpo-
rate them more into our lives around 
the world in the future,” Jeff says. 
“Sometimes things do not go the way we 
want when we are working with natural 
materials. But it is precisely because we 
take the time and effort to overcome the 
challenges that we are able to complete 
attractive works. Every day, I’m fighting 
for ‘perfection.’” 

All photos: Courtesy of Jeff Rudge

Suifu chochin light up a Mito station waiting area

A Suifu chochin incorporating stained 
glass made by Jeff Rudge
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Y
osa Buson (hereinafter Buson) 
was born in 1716 in a village 
near the Yodo River in what 
is now a suburb of Osaka. At 

some point he started to paint. Buson 
moved to Edo (now Tokyo) just before 
he was twenty years old and began to 
study haiku poetry under the master 
Hajin. However, Buson’s master of paint-
ing is unknown and some believe he was 
self-taught. 

Buson became a painter of the Nan-
gai school of Japanese painting and his 
talents gradually blossomed under its 
style of painting. After Hajin died, Buson 
committed himself to painting and led 
an itinerant life north of Edo in places 
such as present-day Ibaraki and Tochigi 
Prefectures. When he was 36 years old, 
he moved to Kyoto, but he moved once 
again to live elsewhere. When he was 
forty-two, Buson finally settled in Kyoto. 
He subsequently married and had a 
daughter.

Fujita Shinichi, Professor Emeritus 
at Kansai University, who has studied 
Buson for many years, says, “Above all, 
Buson painted to make a living. Paint-

ing was a way to support his family. It 
was the people around him and the gen-
erations after him who appreciated the 
paintings as works of ‘art.’ It would be 
better to say Buson was someone who 
produced many paintings, or a profes-
sional artisan, rather than an artist.”

In the Kyoto art world, townspeople 
with deep pockets recognized Buson’s 
talent, frequently placing orders for 
paintings and supporting him as patrons, 
so to speak. On the one hand, Buson 
established himself as a painter, but it 
was not until he was fifty-five that he 
become a sosho (master) of a haiku poetry 
group. He seems to have been a fairly late 

bloomer as he was already approaching 
an advanced age for the time. Nonethe-
less, he left more than 3,000 poems when 
he died at age sixty-eight. Moreover, he 
created many excellent haiku of a type 
that had never been written before.

Fujita says, “Buson first aimed to sup-
port himself as a painter, but he had also 
studied haiku since his youth, so I’m sure 
that the paintings and haiku influenced 
each other. There have been many poets 
who dabbled in painting as a sideline, but 
Buson is unique in the way he cultivated 
a sensitive and daring visual aesthetic 
as a proper painter and then projected 
this onto his haiku. No one else has done 
that. Even within the haiga genre, which 
combines haiku with paintings, Buson’s 
talent created an unrivaled and unique 
world.”

Buson composed haiku with the eye 
of a painter and painted with the sensi-
tivity of a poet. The product of an excep-
tional talent for moving freely between 
pictures and words, Buson’s many works 
have also been a great influence on mod-
ern poets of haiku and other forms, and 
his unique style is timeless.  

i  Influenced by the Nanshuga style of the Yuan 
(1271–1368) and Ming (1368–1644) dynasties in 
China, the Nanga school of painting was popular in 
the 18th century.
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This month we take a look at Yosa Buson (1716–1783), a haiku poet who also 
made a name for himself as a painter. 

HAIKU POETS

Yosa BusonYosa Buson
The Late-Blooming Haiku PoetThe Late-Blooming Haiku Poet

Portrait of Yosa Buson by the scholar 
Kurihara Nobumitsu (1794–1870)
Photo: Courtesy of National Diet Library

Susuki ni shika (Japanese Silver Grass 
and Deer) by Yosa Buson (Kimura 
Teizo Collection, Aichi Prefectural 
Museum of Art) (129.0 cm x 60.0 cm)
Photo: Aichi Prefectural Museum of Art

Ajisai ni hototogisu zu (Hydrangea 
and Cuckoo), a famous haiga by Yosa 
Buson (Kimura Teizo Collection, Aichi 
Prefectural Museum of Art) (38.7 cm x 
64.3 cm)
Photo: Aichi Prefectural Museum of Art
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Haru no umi
hinemosu notari
notari kana

vernal seas…
all day long swelling, falling
swelling, falling 

Translation by Adam L. Kern, The Penguin Book of Haiku

This haiku was composed in around 1763 when Buson was forty-seven. Haru no umi (spring sea, or vernal seas) is the 
kigo (seasonal word) for spring. This is one of his most famous haiku. Buson describes waves rolling in slowly and lei-
surely all day long in spring. Buson creates a picture in the reader’s mind of an expansive, gentle spring sea. This haiku is 
surely the combined product of the painter’s gaze and the poet’s sense of language.

Botan chirite
uchikasanarinu
nisanpen

peony petals
scattering gently, nestle
in twos and threes

Translation by Adam L. Kern, The Penguin Book of Haiku

This haiku was composed in 1769 when Buson was fifty-four. Botan (peony) is the kigo for summer. The description of 
fallen petals lying one on top of the other on the ground, rather than the extravagant peony in full bloom itself, combines 
the past and the present in a single verse. The way the haiku portrays the scattered petals, rather than the magnificent 
blooming flower itself to evoke an image of the flower in bloom is surely Buson’s sense of beauty in action.

Mini shimu ya 
naki tsuma no
kushi wo 
neya ni fumu

a stabbing chill!
stepping on my dead wife’s comb
in our bedroom

Translation by Adam L. Kern, The Penguin Book of Haiku

Buson was sixty-two when he composed this haiku in 1777. Mini shimu (a chill of the body or soul) is the kigo for 
autumn. When a man accidentally steps on a comb that his deceased wife left behind in the bedroom, the husband is 
keenly reminded of her. This haiku vividly describes a moment in daily life, and the suggestion of the husband’s sense of 
longing for his wife lends depth to the poem. Actually, Buson’s wife did not die before him, so this verse is thought to be 
a piece of novel-like fiction.

Fugaku ressho zu (Mt. Fuji Seen Beyond Pine Trees) by Yosa Buson (Kimura 
Teizo Collection, Aichi Prefectural Museum of Art) (29.6 cm x 138.0 cm)

Photo: Aichi Prefectural Museum of Art
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Scene from the annual Lotus Festival held at 
the Izunuma and Uchinuma swamps in 
Kurihara City and Tome City, Miyagi Prefecture

Zuiko-ren, one of many 
varieties of lotus. The 

flower is a golden white 
at the base with pink-

tinted petals at the top

The Oga Lotus. 
The pink petals 
are white near 
the base

Hasu
Lotus

The lotus (Nelumbo nucifera) is an aquatic 
plant of about 1 to 1.5 meters native to 
the Indian subcontinent and surround-

ing areas, and widely distributed in wetlands in 
temperate to tropical regions such as India, China, 
Australia and Japan. The lotus, known as hasu in 
Japanese, grows long stems out of muddy water 
such as ponds and swamps, opening large round 
leaves on the surface of the water, from which 
it grows its stems even higher, straight up, and 
produces white or pink flowers. Because it grows 
straight up in the mud and produces beautiful 
flowers, the lotus is said to symbolize the appear-
ance of maintaining purity even in this impure 
world, and in Buddhism, it is called the “flower 
of saints.” In the language of flowers, lotus means 
“pure heart.”

Lotus flowers begin blooming shortly before 
the hottest midsummer temperatures, adding 
color to the waterside in summer. For example, 
in the Tokyo area, lotus flowers are in full bloom 
from July to August. The flowers bloom early in 
the morning at sunrise and close in the afternoon. 
This is repeated for three days, and the petals 
fall on the fourth day. In Japan, the special show 
of blooming at the lotus pond in the cool early 
morning hours is a popular leisure activity in mid-
summer. One of the most famous lotuses in Japan 
is the Oga Lotus, which can be seen in places such 
as Chiba Park (Chiba City, Chiba Prefecture). In 
1951, three lotus seeds were discovered during 
a dig of a Chiba Prefecture peat bed in a layer 
estimated to be around 2,000 years old. The seeds 
were handed to Dr. Oga Ichiro, a professor at the 
Faculty of Agriculture of the University of Tokyo, 
who succeeded in germinating one of the seeds, 
the plants of which then spread throughout Japan. 
At the time of its first blooming, the lotus attracted 
worldwide attention as the “oldest flower.” 
Although smaller than the regular lotus, the Oga 
Lotus is now cultivated throughout Japan for its 
beautiful color change from bright pink to whitish.

S E A S O N A L  F L O W E R S
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